
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of senior
director, engineering. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior director, engineering

Hands on practitioner building & managing transformational programs from
classic enterprise tools to modern cloud computing based solutions
Leading team of ETL & BI developers, CRM team and data scientists to help
build complex algorithms that provide unique insights into our data
Build data pipelines that clean, transform and aggregate data from many
different sources
Develop models to enable predictive analytics using statistical and machine
learning algorithms
Implement data security & governance processes at every step of data
accusation, transformations, reports, dashboards and on-demand data
services
Implement API data pulls/pushes from third party data vendors/platforms
Implement reactive web frameworks using Scala, Play & D3.js
Leading team of data analysts for statistical and machine learning algorithms
Create a weekly and daily schedule for the team
Direct development of our technology platform by successfully partnering
with other functional teams such as, game teams, finance, marketing,
licensing, global region, quality assurance, and customer service to deliver an
epic gaming experience

Qualifications for senior director, engineering

Example of Senior Director, Engineering Job
Description
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years of experience as a QA/Test Director with at least 7 years of experience
as a people manager
Demonstrated the ability to lead and manage large size Test Engineering
team successfully that is distributed across multiple geographical locations
Experience in API and SDK design and distribution strategies
Strong technical expertise in modern principles of cloud-based application
development, devops, and architecting for scale
A degree in technical field (Engineering/CS, MIS/CIS, ) strongly preferred
A minimum of 12 years of experience in the network/security engineering
and/or security areas with at least 8 years of direct people management
experience


